
  
 

 

Red Ridge

Aggressive

Red Ridge is an aggressive portfolio, but not the type of aggressive portfolio your financial 
advisor may have told you about.  In our mind, “aggressive” doesn’t necessarily translate to “high 
risk” and an aggressive investment stance doesn’t mean levering up to the returns of the broad 
market or hoping for one or two high-flying stocks in a basket of several to pan out.   

In Red Ridge, we seek to tackle what the market throws our way head-on by making a range of 
focused, unique bets featuring the most favorable risk/reward characteristics.  The goal is to 
deliver positive returns in a wholly different, non-correlated way. 

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE 
Structurally, Red Ridge has nothing to do with the S&P or any other major benchmark. As a 
portfolio composed of long, short, relative value, commodity, debt, and alternative strategies, its 
performance from quarter to quarter has little to do with the performance of any given market. 
By employing a low-correlation philosophy, the portfolio seeks to deliver meaningful amounts of 
alpha with volatility appropriate for the upside potential. 

PORTFOLIO HIGHLIGHTS 
Focused Positioning: Our investment process focuses on specific opportunities and investment 
theses that represent the highest level of medium-term risk/return. The portfolio will rarely have 
more than a half-dozen positions inside it and each position typically targets a 6-18 month 
maturation window. 

Unlimited Flexibility: For Red Ridge, literally any asset is in play. Any asset that’s available on a 
typical retail brokerage platform, that is. The portfolio has no strategic constraints and no asset 
diversification mandates. 

Creative Strategies: Red Ridge aims to be creative both in terms of how it identifies opportunity 
and also in terms of execution. Relative value trades are a staple in Red Ridge, selling short an 
overvalued asset while buying an undervalued one, suppressing volatility and isolating the 
outperformance (alpha) that one exhibits over the other. 

TARGET DIVERSIFICATION BY ASSET CLASS 
 

 

25-100% EQUITIES 

 Domestic Equity 

 International Equity 

0-50% FIXED INCOME 

 Domestic Bond 

 International Bond 

0-50% ALTERNATIVES 

 Commodities 

 Other 

  

Alpine Advisor is an 
innovative portfolio 
management solution for 
independent investors and 
professional advisors. 

 

THREE STEPS TO THE PEAK: 

1. Open up an account at a 
discount brokerage. Save 
yourself some money and keep 
your fees low by avoiding 
expensive commissions and 
fees. It’s the only guaranteed 
way to boost your return and it 
adds up over the long haul. 

2. Select a portfolio that is 
most appropriate for your 
needs. Conservative? 
Aggressive? Creative? Alpine 
Advisor runs model portfolios 
for different investors with 
different needs. 

3. Follow the Alpine Portfolios 
and buy what they buy. Alpine 
Advisor not only tells you when 
to buy and sell, but exactly how 
to build a robust, diversified 

portfolio. 

 

Visit AlpineAdvisor.info  
for commentary, analysis, 
and more. 



INVESTMENT STRATEGY 
Specific, high-conviction investment theses are what drive the strategic approach of Red Ridge. The portfolio 
continually seeks specific opportunities with a highly asymmetric skew between potential risk and return. The 
portfolio operates with no constraints to its investment strategy. Any investment on any publicly traded 
market is fair game, though positions are generally limited to securities that can be easily purchased through 
any major brokerage.  

Red Ridge is never gun shy about shorting the market and it will do it both tactically as a hedge for another 
position or strategically to express a very specific macroeconomic thesis.  It’s also not afraid to take unpopular 
or highly-contrarian investment views, situations where the fundamentals suggest a different outcome than 
conventional wisdom is fooled into believing. Frequently, these types of contrarian theses truly represent the 
most favorable skew between risk and return. 

PORTOFLIO SUITABILITY 
The Red Ridge Aggressive portfolio is suitable for independent investors who understand risk and investment 
advisors who are looking for a unique reservoir of focused investment ideas. With fewer than a half dozen 
positions at any given point in time, Red Ridge is not a suitable substitute for any individual’s entire investment 
portfolio and it is specifically engineered to work in conjunction with other, more diversified portfolios. These 
types of focused trades frequently require patience while the underlying investment thesis develops and 
matures over time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alpine Adivior is not a Registered Investment Advisor (RIA). Alpine Advisor is a subscription-based newsletter 
service that offers market commentary and manages a group of hypothetical, model portfolios. 

Alpine Advisor does not provide specific guidance to individuals about their unique situations. All commentary 
and communication is general in nature. 

No assurances can be given that any aims, assumptions, expectations, and/or objectives described in this 
commentary would be realized or that the investment strategies described in this commentary would meet 
their objectives.  

To learn more about Alpine Advisor visit: 

AlpineAdvisor.info 


